
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Online Talk Show on Recognizing and Managing Stress 
17 October 2020 

Vietnam 
 
Under the project “Catalyzing Women’s Entrepreneurship (CWE)- Creating a gender-responsive 
entrepreneurial ecosystem” spearheaded by ESCAP, an expert group meeting on “Psychosocial 
Ecosystem for Women Entrepreneurs” was organized in Vietnam on September 18, 2020. The 
meeting was facilitated by Agency for Enterprise Development, Ministry of Planning and 
Investment, (AED, MPI) Vietnam, wherein representatives from over 10 expert agencies presented 
perspectives on psychosocial support needs and constraints of women entrepreneurs. Based on the 
priority actions identified at the EGM and to further support the psychosocial needs of women 
entrepreneurs, an online series of three talk shows has been planned by AED, MPI within the 
framework of “Women Entrepreneurs’ Wellness” (WEWE).  
 
First Talk Show: Recognizing and Managing Stress 
 

The first online talk show from the series was organized 
on “Recognizing and Managing Stress” by AED, MPI on 
17 October 2020 in partnership with KisStarup and 
Vietnam-France Psychology and Psychiatry Institute. 
It was chaired by Hoàng Thanh Huệ, a clinical 
psychologist at the Vietnam-France Psychology and 
Psychiatry Institute with Associate Professor Dr. Vo 
Van Ban, Deputy General Director of Viet Phap Hospital 
as the main speaker. The talk show witnessed 
participation of over 850 people via live stream on 

Facebook while 32 women also engaged in the live discussion through the ZOOM platform. The talk 
show served as a capacity building platform to help women entrepreneurs identify signs of stress and 
enable them to cope with it while managing their businesses. The content from the talk show will be 
collated and used to develop practical guidelines for psychosocial support for women entrepreneurs 
in Vietnam. The content will further be added to the resource pool being created for “Women 
Entrepreneurship Ecosystem”, a sub-portal of the National SME Support Portal to improve women 
entrepreneurs’ access to psychosocial support services and resources.  
 
The subsequent talk shows being planned within the WEWE framework include topics of “Work-Life 
Balance” and “Psychosocial Application in Business Management: Leadership Development”.  
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